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Abstract
Motivation: Thanks to the recent advances in structural biology, nowadays three-dimensional
structures of various proteins are solved on a routine basis. A large portion of these contain
structural repetitions or internal symmetries. To understand the evolution mechanisms of
these proteins and how structural repetitions affect the protein function, we need to be able
to detect such proteins very robustly. As deep learning is particularly suited to deal with
spatially organized data, we applied it to the detection of proteins with structural repetitions.
Results: We present DeepSymmetry, a versatile method based on three-dimensional (3D)
convolutional networks that detects structural repetitions in proteins and their density maps.
Our method is designed to identify tandem repeat proteins, proteins with internal symme-
tries, symmetries in the raw density maps, their symmetry order, and also the corresponding
symmetry axes. Detection of symmetry axes is based on learning six-dimensional Veronese
mappings of 3D vectors, and the median angular error of axis determination is less than one
degree. We demonstrate the capabilities of our method on benchmarks with tandem repeated
proteins and also with symmetrical assemblies. For example, we have discovered over 10,000
putative tandem repeat proteins that are not currently present in the RepeatsDB database.
Availability: The method is available at https://team.inria.fr/nano-d/software/deepsymmetry.
It consists of a C++ executable that transforms molecular structures into volumetric density
maps, and a Python code based on the TensorFlow framework for applying the DeepSymme-
try model to these maps.
Contact: sergei.grudinin@inria.fr
1 Introduction
Many proteins contain repetitions in their tertiary or quaternary structures. These repetitions
affect the stability and the functionality of these proteins [1]. For example, proteins with
repetitions in their tertiary structure can be directly involved in human diseases [2, 3]. These
structural repetitions are often the consequence of the arrays of DNA sequence repeats that
are adjacent to each other. Therefore, in many cases, designing a fold with these tandem
repeats or designing a symmetric protein assembly is the simplest way for evolution to achieve a
specific function. This is because the number of combinatorial possibilities in the interactions
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of designed folds reduces exponentially in the symmetric cases. Recent successes in the
design of proteins with tandem repeats [4, 5] and large symmetric protein cages [6] naturally
introduce the concept of designing self-repeating protein structures.
The problem of detecting structural and, more specifically, symmetrical repetitions in
protein assemblies can be formulated very well and was demonstrated to have efficient so-
lutions [7, 8]. On the other hand, identification of proteins with tandem repeats is a more
difficult problem with a looser formulation [9, 10, 11]. These can be detected from repetitions
in their sequence, but also from the corresponding three-dimensional (3D) structure. The
most natural way of identifying proteins with tandem repeats would be to look for sequence
similarity within the same protein. Many of such methods have been proposed in the past
[12, 13, 14, 15]. However, it can be very difficult to detect evolutionary diverged patterns in
a sequence. With advances in 3D structure determination techniques, novel 3D-based meth-
ods for tandem repeat proteins’ detection appeared [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. With such a growing
number of individual identification techniques, meta-methods for tandem repeat proteins’ de-
tection have also started to pop-up [21]. These take scores of individual prediction methods
as input and combine them into a unified output, which significantly increases the detection
success rate compared to individual prediction methods. Recently, a database of repeat pro-
tein structures called RepeatsDB was made publicly available [22, 23]. It is actively supported
and contains annotated protein structures with tandem repeats, automatically selected [9, 24]
and manually curated.
In computational geometry, computer graphics and computer vision, pattern recognition
[25] and symmetry detection [26, 27, 28] have been active research topics for some time. His-
torically, most of the developments in this domain were concentrated in 3D data represented
as two-dimensional (2D) meshes or sets of 2D view-point projections and not so much has
been done in volumetric data analysis. Recently, many 3D datasets became available, which
reinforced the interest in practical tools for the analysis of 3D data, and stimulated their active
development. For example, deep learning methods after having revolutionized computer vi-
sion [29] being applied to 2D datasets, have started to be also widely used in 3D applications.
Very recently, these were also applied to biological data. For example, deep learning has
been used for protein structure quality assessment [30], protein contact predictions [31, 32],
predicting the effects of genetic variations [33] or studying non-coding variants [34]. Deep
learning has also achieved computing molecular energies with the density functional theory
(DFT) accuracy [35, 36, 37]. Finally, deep learning methods, and more specifically, 3D convo-
lutional networks, were applied to volumetric datasets for various 3D biological applications.
These include protein structure quality assessment [38, 39], structure-based protein analysis
[40], protein-ligand binding affinity predictions [41, 42], protein binding site predictions [43],
enzyme classification [44] and more.
In this work, we present a general method to detect internal cyclic symmetries in volu-
metric maps. We specifically apply it to identification of tandem repeats in 3D structures
of proteins, and to recognition of symmetrical protein assemblies. We also demonstrate its
applicability of recognition symmetry in raw low-resolution cryo-electron microscopy maps.
Our tandem repeats identification method is based on the assumption that volumetric rep-
resentation of proteins with tandem repeats possess internal symmetrical patterns. More
technically, in both cases, we predict the order and the axis of a putative symmetry. We
should emphasize that predicting a 3D direction is a novel and not a straightforward task,
as its representation cannot be both continuous and unique in 3D. Therefore, we propose to
overcome this problem using a six-dimensional (6D) Veronese embedding.
As the field of 3D volumetric data analysis is taking off rapidly, new methodological
developments boost the number of applications in the machine learning and structural bioin-
formatics communities and beyond. In particular, we believe that we have found a solution
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to learning directions from a volumetric data, which will have other potential applications.
To conclude, we should say that identifying repetitions in 3D volumetric maps is a task where
deep learning is expected to perform extremely well, as it does in image classification appli-
cations [45]. We believe that classification of 2D images is not fundamentally different from
classification of 3D maps according to their content. However, finding self-repetition in a
volumetric map is a much more abstract task than classifying its content. Therefore, our
DeepSymmetry model is the first step in this direction.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Problem definition
We specifically designed our method to automatically perceive structural repeats in macro-
molecules and their complexes. For this purpose, we decided to use only basic structural
information, namely, the electron density representation of the input molecules. We then
constructed and trained a deep convolutional neural network (NN) to detect two structural
traits in the input structures. These are the order of the putative symmetry, and also the
axis of putative cyclic repeats. We should add that in this work, we decided to consider
only cyclic symmetries (i.e. symmetries with a single symmetry axis) with orders from 1 to
Norder = 10. Please also note that order 1 corresponds to the absence of symmetry.
2.2 Density map representation
In our model, protein structures are represented by their electron density maps. These maps
are not necessarily the ones obtained experimentally, but, if the resolution allows, can be
recomputed from the corresponding atomic models. We chose these maps to have a fixed size
of 24× 24× 24 = 13, 824 voxels. Our preliminary tests demonstrated that the right choice of
this size is very important, as initial tests with maps of size of 16×16×16 = 4, 096 produced
extremely poor prediction results. However, we could not increase the size of the maps too
much for computational reasons, as networks with a bigger input require a larger training
set. The method, as we demonstrate below, can be directly applied to raw density maps,
e.g. those obtained by cryo-electron microscopy. In most practical applications, however,
we will start with an atomistic representation of the input molecules (typically in PDB or
similar format). Therefore, at the first step, we convert the atomistic representation into a
volumetric map.
Let assume that we are given a molecule consisting of N atoms and let ai be the position of
the ith atom. Firstly, we put the molecule into a cubic axis-aligned bounding box, such that
three predefined faces of the box (with a common vertex) always touch the molecule. Then,
we cut the bounding box into a 24× 24× 24 voxel representation. This means that generally,
each protein will have a different voxel’s volume. However, this is not an actual problem,
since the symmetry property that we want to study is not defined at the atomic scale, but
rather at the structure scale. Indeed, a structure will be considered symmetric if it contains
repeated parts whose size is comparable to the size of the whole structure. Beyond that,
using the cubic bounding box can end up with large empty spaces for non-globular proteins.
In particular, we will show below how the performance of the network heavily depends on
the elongation of the protein. Finally, we compute the value of each voxel in the volumetric
map as
ρ(x, y, z) =
∮
C(x,y,z)
N∑
j=1
exp
(
−‖p− aj‖2
2σ2
)
dV, (1)
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where C(x, y, z) is the voxel centered at x, y, z, and σ = 2 A˚ is the width of the Gaussian
distribution for each atom. This expression can be analytically computed using a sum of
error functions.
2.3 Predicting symmetry order
The output layer of our network is composed of two vectors. The first one (pi)1≤i≤Norder
estimates the probability of the input density map to have a certain order of symmetry. More
precisely, we define the probability of having symmetry order k as
P (k) =
exp(pk)∑Norder
j=1 exp(pj)
, (2)
which is also the k-th component of the softmax function of this vector. During the training
phase, we maximize the probability of the ground-truth symmetry order kgt. To do so, we
minimize the classification loss function that is defined as
Class. Loss = − log (P (kgt)) = log
Norder∑
j=1
exp(pj)
− pkgt . (3)
2.4 Predicting symmetry axis and Veronese mapping
The second vector q of the output layer has the size of six and represents the axis of symmetry
of the input map. Axes in 3D can be seen as points on the projective plane P2. It is
well known that no embedding of P2 into R3 exists [46], meaning that it is not possible
to represent uniquely and continuously all possible axes by points in dimension three. The
universal approximation theorem [47], which proves the capabilities. of neural networks to
approximate any function, specifies that the target function has to be continuous. However,
such embeddings exist in dimensions four and higher. We chose to represent the axes of
symmetry in six dimensions using the Veronese mapping V (x, y, z). It transforms a point
(x, y, z) on a unit sphere into a 6-vector V (x, y, z) = (x2, y2, z2,
√
2yz,
√
2zx,
√
2xy). One
may verify that V (x, y, z) = V (−x,−y,−z), and therefore two different 3D representations of
the same axis have equal mappings. The
√
2 coefficients guarantee that the 6-vector has a unit
norm. During the training phase, for a given ground-truth axis of coordinates (xgt, ygt, zgt),
we minimize the axis loss defined as
Axis Loss = ‖q − V (xgt, ygt, zgt)‖2. (4)
To interpret the final result, one needs to eventually project the 6D output back on a 3D
sphere. We construct the projection in two steps. First, we normalize the 6D output vector
q in the Veronese space. Then, we numerically find a point (x, y, z) on the 3D sphere that
has the closest Veronese mapping to q using Newton’s method by iteratively minimizing the
norm ‖q − V (x, y, z)‖2.
2.5 Data sets and data augmentation
We trained the network on artificially generated data, as it is explained in section 1 of
supplementary material. To test and validate our method, we applied it to several different
datasets (please see section 2 of supplementary material). To compare the performance of our
method with other published techniques, we used a benchmark for tandem repeated protein
detection described by Do Viet et al.[21]. To assess the quality of the computed symmetry
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the DeepSymmetry NN topology. The input layer
containing a 3D density map is followed by two convolutional layers. The output of
these is then reshaped into a linear array and three layers of a fully connected network
are added. The output vector contains information about the order and the axis of
the putative symmetry. Please refer to supplementary material for a more detailed
description of the layers.
axes, we used all the cyclic assemblies of order between 4 and 10 from the protein data bank
(PDB) [48]. Finally, we executed our method on all the protein chains that are present in
the PDB (as for January 2018). This allowed us to identify new tandem repeat proteins that
are not currently present in the RepeatsDB database.
Absolute orientation of the input data is one of the major problems for the stability of
NNs, as their output is generally not invariant with respect to the input orientation. A general
workaround for this problem is a technique known as data augmentation. More precisely, the
input data is randomly rotated multiple times during the training phase of NNs, and in such a
way the training dataset is augmented. This technique makes the network less sensitive to the
initial orientation of data. This is typically the method of choice for 2D datasets. However,
rotations in three dimensions result in much bigger augmentation of the initial dataset, as
these need to be performed around three axes independently.
Since we trained our network on already randomly rotated data (see supplementary ma-
terial), we did not additionally augment it. However, to enhance the success rate in the
prediction phase, we augmented input data as it is described below. For each structure in the
test sets, we produce multiple volumetric maps of it. We then merge all the outputs, which
allows to obtain more reliable results. To create these input maps, we apply 60 different rota-
tions to the input structure. We then repeat this procedure also considering only the oxygen,
nitrogen, and carbon atoms in the input maps. Overall, this produces Nmaps = 60×4 density
maps for each single input structure.
To merge the output for the detection of symmetry order, we simply choose the component
of the output vector that gives the highest probability along all the Nmaps outputs (we sum
up the output vectors and take the biggest component). Merging the axes output requires
a bit more subtle work. Indeed, when applying different rotations to the input structure,
we also rotate the corresponding axes of symmetry. Let us assume that we rotate the input
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structure by multiplying its coordinates by an orthogonal matrix
M =
 m1,1 m1,2 m1,3m2,1 m2,2 m2,3
m3,1 m3,2 m3,3
 . (5)
One can verify that the representation of the axis in the 6D Veronese space is correspondingly
multiplied by
V (M) =

m21,1 m
2
1,2 m
2
1,3
√
2m1,2m1,3
√
2m1,3m1,1
√
2m1,1m1,2
m22,1 m
2
2,2 m
2
2,3
√
2m2,2m2,3
√
2m2,3m2,1
√
2m2,1m2,2
m23,1 m
2
3,2 m
2
3,3
√
2m3,2m3,3
√
2m3,3m3,1
√
2m3,1m3,2√
2m2,1m3,1
√
2m2,2m3,2
√
2m2,3m3,3 m2,3m3,2 +m2,2m3,3 m2,1m3,3 +m2,3m3,1 m2,2m3,1 +m2,1m3,2√
2m3,1m1,1
√
2m3,2m1,2
√
2m3,3m1,3 m3,3m1,2 +m3,2m1,3 m3,1m1,3 +m3,3m1,1 m3,2m1,1 +m3,1m1,2√
2m1,1m2,1
√
2m1,2m2,2
√
2m1,3m2,3 m1,3m2,2 +m1,2m2,3 m1,1m2,3 +m1,3m2,1 m1,2m2,1 +m1,1m2,2

,
(6)
and also that
V (M)−1 = V (M−1) = V (MT ) = V (M)T . (7)
Our aggregated output is then equal to
q =
∑Nmaps
i=1 V (Mi)
T qi∥∥∥∑Nmapsi=1 V (Mi)T qi∥∥∥
2
. (8)
Finally, we project the 6D Veronese vector back to the 3D space as described above.
2.6 Network topology and NN training
DeepSymmetry, the NN architecture used in this work, is inspired by NNs from computer
vision. Figure 1 schematically presents the architecture of the network. Table S1 and section 3
from supplementary material summarize the parameters of the different layers of the network.
Section 4 of supplementary material describes the training of the NN. Figures S2 and S3
show the individual convergence of the two loss functions, and the training and validation
sets accuracy as a number of training steps, respectively. Finally, section 6 and Figure S4 of
supplementary material present the pattens learned by the convolutional kernels.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Detection of cyclic assemblies
To assess the quality of predicting the direction of symmetry axes, we ran our method on 2,183
cyclic assemblies extracted from the PDB, whose symmetry order is between 4 and 10. In our
previous work we developed a technique called AnAnaS that analyzes the quality of symmetry
of cyclic molecular assemblies, and also determines their symmetry axes [7]. AnAnaS uses
atomistic representation of the input data and is based on analytical minimization of a certain
norm in the Euclidean space. Here we use the AnAnaS technique as the ground truth for the
axis direction and the PDB annotations for the ground-truth order. On this dataset, 1,783
structures (82%) had their order of symmetry correctly predicted, which is a much better
rate compared to the tandem repeat case discussed below. This is because cyclic dataset
is consistent with the training data, and also because the test structures are typically very
symmetrical. Figure 2 shows the axis prediction results. We can see a very strong angular
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Figure 2: DeepSymmetry errors in the axis prediction, as tested on 2,183 symmetric
assemblies from the PDB. For all the cyclic structures in the PDB with an order be-
tween 4 and 10, we computed the axes with the DeepSymmetry method and compared
them with the calculations of AnAnaS by Pagee`s et al.[7]. Please note that 90◦ is the
maximum possible error between two axes.
separation between the correctly predicted axes and the others. Indeed, for 82% of the
examples, the predicted axes are less than 2◦ away from the ground truth directions. Let us
mention that in 3D, the solid angle of this 2◦ zone occupies only 0.12% of half a sphere. This
means that it is highly improbable to achieve such a result by chance. However, for 9.4% of
the structures (more than a half of the remaining structures), the predicted axis is almost
orthogonal to the ground truth. The corresponding solid angle of this zone occupies about
3.5% of half a sphere. After visual inspection, we can conclude that the structures for which
the axis is estimated poorly are dominantly elongated. This problem can be caused by the
cubic representation of the density maps. Indeed, for elongated structures fitted in the cube,
a large portion of the map is empty.
We have specifically verified that the success rate of the symmetry axis detection is not ar-
tificially amplified due to the presence of examples aligned with crystallographic unit cell. To
do so, we have removed all the protein orientations that corresponded to the crystallographic
ones, and also all the rotations resulted in the permutation of the original axes (originally we
had 60 × 4 orientations per protein structures, as explained above, and we removed 12 × 4
orientations), and repeated the test. In this case, the average angular accuracy of the cor-
rectly detected axes (those with the angular error < 45◦) decreased from 0.8◦ to only 0.95◦.
This confirms the predictive abilities of the trained model.
In order to test how the accuracy of axis predictions depends on the 3D shapes of input
proteins, we classified them according to their elongation. Let a protein structure be composed
of atoms at positions ai. We define the elongation of the structure along a unit direction v
as
Elongation2 = 2
∑natoms
i=0 (ai.v)
2∑natoms
i=0 ‖ai‖22 − (ai.v)2
, (9)
which takes its values between 0, when all the atoms are located in a plane orthogonal to v,
and +∞, when all the atoms are distributed along the v direction. We should mention that
points evenly distributed on a sphere have an elongation of 1 along any direction. Figure 3
confirms that elongation along the ground-truth symmetry axis is the key factor that defines
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Figure 3: DeepSymmetry errors in the axis prediction as a function of their elongation
along the actual symmetry axis. Each circle represents one structure from 2,183 cyclic
assemblies extracted from the PDB.
the accuracy of axis detection in our method. Indeed, for structures with elongation values
bigger than 1.7, the predicted result is always orthogonal to the ground truth. We believe
that our training dataset did not contain sufficient number of such elongated examples to
allow the model to properly learn this particularity.
3.2 Detection of proteins with tandem repeats
To compare our method with the state of the art in detection of proteins with tandem
repeats, we reused the benchmark provided by Do Viet et al.[21]. We should specifically
mention that these are never perfectly symmetric in contrary to our training examples, and
they are neither always cyclic. Nonetheless, we expect our method to rank structures with
repeats higher compared to the non-repeating ones. Figure 4 shows the performance of
several different methods on this benchmark with receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves. The results of other methods were adapted from Do Viet et al.[21]. To create the
ROC curve for our method, we considered a structure to have tandem repeats if its probability
of being cyclic (of any order > 1) is above a certain threshold. Then, we varied this threshold
and plotted the curve. Our method has the third best area under the curve (AUC, 0.69),
which is the probability of a classifier to rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher
than a randomly chosen negative one. Also, our method is the only one that does not
use information about the sequence, secondary structure, or atom annotations. It neither
explicitly aligns different fragments of the structure. Therefore, it makes it very interesting
to combine our technique with other methods, since they will very likely succeed and fail on
different examples. We should also mention that the DeepSymmetry method could be applied
as it is to raw electron densities maps, for example to those from cryo-electron microscopy
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Figure 4: Comparison of DeepSymmetry with other methods. The ROC curves of other
methods have been adapted from Do Viet et al.[21]. Results of our method are plotted
with the pink curve. The dashed lines show the threshold chosen for the subsequent
analysis. It correspond to the true positive rate of 0.41, and the false positive rate of
0.13.
experiments, as we demonstrate below.
The benchmark of proteins with tandem repeats helped us to define a probability threshold
for considering a protein chain as the one containing a tandem repeat. With this threshold,
we evaluated the impact of the size of the structure on the prediction result. In fact, since
the size of the input structure can vary significantly, but the size of the input layer of the
NN is always constant, we expect a certain loss of accuracy as the size of the structure
increases. Table 1 shows the accuracy of DeepSymmetry when detecting tandem repeats in
a protein as a function of its size. Indeed, these results demonstrate that the false-positive
error increases with the size of the input protein. This is, however, not surprising because a
fixed-size volumetric map encodes a small structure better than a large one.
3.3 Systematic analysis of PDB data
For the final assessment of our method, we systematically analyzed all the protein chains
in the PDB. To save computational time, we assumed that in a vast majority of the cases,
if more than two chains are present in a PDB file, they are homologous to one of the first
two, and thus we only tested the two first chains. As we have mentioned above, we used the
benchmark of proteins with tandem repeats to set up a threshold for structures with putative
9
3k4x 5kn1 5c9p 4tqm 4r8q 2hob 5hqg 2g8z 2g8z*
Figure 5: Eight structures that are not currently present in RepeatsDB and that our
method considers as symmetrical. We chose to show four structures with very high
symmetry scores (3k4x, 5kn1, 5c9p and 4tqm) and four structures with scores close to
the chosen threshold (2g8z, 2hob, 4r8q and 5hqg). For the first four structures, three
of them are almost perfectly symmetrical, and 5kn1 is less symmetrical but has an
overall shape of a C3 symmetry. Among the last four, 4r8q and 2hob are clearly not
symmetrical, but they are recognized as C2. 5hqg visually has a clear 7-fold shape. 2g8z
is composed of a TIM barrel fold, even though it is slightly deformed for this structure.
The orientation predicted by our method was not very convincing, so we manually
added another orientation to see the symmetry clearer (2g8z*). These illustrations were
produced in the SAMSON modeling platform available at www.samson-connect.net.
Structure sizes True positive rate False positive rate
Small (<1500 atoms) 44% 10%
Medium (1500-3000 atoms) 38% 13%
Large (>3000 atoms) 42% 18%
Table 1: True positive and false positive rates for DeepSymmetry computed on the
benchmark from Do Viet et al.[21], split by the size of the structures. The benchmark
contains 167 small, 318 medium and 126 large structures with tandem repeats and 183
small, 215 medium, and 39 large structures without tandem repeats.
internal symmetries (see Fig. 4). Our method identified ns = 42, 034 chains as symmetrical
among nTot = 231, 414 tested chains. Since we know estimations of the true positive and the
false positive rates of identification of tandem repeated proteins, Tp = 0.41 and Fp = 0.13,
correspondingly, we can also compute the prevalence P of the chains with tandem repeats
in the PDB as P = (ns/nTot − Fp)/(Fp − Tp) = 17%. This number is consistent with the
state of the art estimation of 19% by Do Viet et al.[21], and we can roughly say that 17,000
of our predictions are true positives and 25,000 of our predictions are false positives. Among
these chains, only 1,933 were already present in the RepeatsDB database [22, 23]. Figure
5 shows eight structures detected by our method that are not present in the RepeatsDB.
The four first structures in this figure are those, to which our method assigns very high
scores. The four last structures are those, to which DeepSymmetry assigns scores close to
the chosen threshold. All these structures are plotted along the predicted axes of symmetry.
We should also note that we were not able to visually inspect all the 42,034 predictions. This
experiment demonstrates that even though our method does not demonstrate results as good
as some state of the art techniques in detecting proteins with tandem repeats, its algorithmic
originality makes DeepSymmetry an interesting alternative to the existing methods. Indeed,
in many cases it is capable of detecting proteins with tandem repeats that are not accessible
to the methods that are only based on sequence alignment strategies.
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3.4 Detection of symmetry in raw density maps
As DeepSymmetry deals directly with density maps, it makes it possible to automatically
detect symmetries in raw maps, e.g. those from electron microscopy (EM) experiments. These
often have a resolution insufficient for the atomic reconstruction of the model. To present
this capability, we chose 10 maps from the latest depositions to the Electron Microscopy Data
Bank (EMDB) with a resolution coarser than 10 A˚. For each of these maps, we computed
the average ρ¯, the standard deviation σρ and the maximum ρmax of the density. We rescaled
the input densities ρ as
ρ′ = max(0,
ρ− ρ¯− 3σρ
ρmax − ρ¯− 3σρ ), (10)
and cropped the rescaled maps to remove empty margins and keep a cubic bounding box.
These cubic maps are then resized to 24×24×24 voxels and used as input of the deep learning
algorithm. Table S2 from supplementary material lists the results of this experiment. It shows
the overall capability of our method to determine the order and axis of symmetry in raw low-
resolution density maps. The correct order is successfully predicted in 4 out of 10 cases, and
the correct axis in 4 out of 7 cases. These performances are far from ideal, but nonetheless
demonstrate the potential of the method. Indeed, the probability to find the correct order
by chance is about 10% and the probability to find the correct axis with an accuracy better
than 10◦ (which can be identified visually ) is 1.5%. A detailed look at the results shows the
incapability of the method to detect the absence of symmetry in the EM maps (ids 6925, 7715,
9598). We do not know how to explain this behavior, as non-symmetric structures from PDB
are usually detected as such. Most probably, the training set did not contain non-symmetric
examples similar to the ones in the EMDB database, and for a proper performance of the
method on EMDB data, we need to specifically train it on these examples.
4 Conclusion
This paper presents DeepSymmetry, a method that detects proteins with tandem repeats,
internal symmetries and also symmetries in protein assemblies. It is based on 3D convolutional
networks and is generally applicable to all types of volumetric maps. We demonstrated
that the method successfully identifies tandem repeated proteins, the order of molecular
symmetries, and it is also capable of predicting directions of symmetry axes with a very high
precision. Specifically, to circumvent the problem of unique and continuous representation of
a direction in 3D, we learned its Veronese embedding in 6D.
Computational tests on cyclic assemblies extracted from PDB showed that DeepSymmetry
can correctly determine the symmetry order in 82% of the cases. The angular accuracy of the
symmetry axis detection is better than 5◦ in 85% of the cases, and on average it is 0.8◦ for
the correctly predicted orientations (those with the angular error < 45◦). Detecting proteins
with tandem repeats based on the internal symmetry patterns is, however, a more difficult
task. This is because our assumption that sequence repetitions lead to internal structural
symmetry is not always correct. Nonetheless, DeepSymmetry performed honorably well being
the third among eight single-model methods on the established benchmark of Do Viet et
al.[21]. Also, the robustness of the method allowed us to perform a large-scale analysis of
protein structures deposited in the PDB. As a result, DeepSymmetry detected over 10,000
structures with putative tandem repeats that are not currently present in the RepeatsDB. We
have visually inspected some of these structures and can confirm that indeed, many of these
posses clear structural repetitions. Finally, we demonstrated the potential of DeepSymmetry
to recognize symmetries in raw low-resolution cryo-EM maps.
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The current version of DeepSymmetry does not surpass the state of the art methods
when detecting internal or external symmetries. However, we believe that its capability to be
applied to raw volumetric maps without using an atomistic representation is an important
advantage of the method. Its algorithmic principles, which are very different from all other
existing methods for this class of problems, also make it interesting to combine DeepSym-
metry with other techniques. To improve the current approach, several directions seem very
promising to us. The first is to increase the resolution of the input data. Results of our tests,
such as better performances on small examples, and also very poor results when using lower
resolution, tend to confirm this idea. The second direction is to create more realistic training
data. Indeed, it is truly possible to use more sophisticated techniques to construct realistic
shapes with repeats. One can also alternatively use the available experimental data to train
the model. Finally, from the methodological point of view, it will be very interesting to design
a NN architecture that is invariant with respect to the orientation of the input data. This
seems to be a very difficult task, however, certain progress in this direction has been made
very recently [49, 50, 51].
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Supplementary Material
1 Training set
In order to train our method on data that do not overlap with the test set, we chose to create
the training data artificially. There are, however, multiple ways of doing this. Two methods
that we have used are presented below.
The first way to generate artificial training set is to apply analytical symmetry transforms
to a protein structure. This produces purely symmetrical assemblies. As the starting point,
we used structures of protein domains from the Top8000 database, which is a successor of
the Top500 database [52]. We then created symmetrical assemblies from these by randomly
choosing symmetry operators defined by an order, an axis and a center of rotation, and
replicating the protein domains according to the symmetry operators (see Fig. S1A-B). This
method has an advantage of being fast and simple. However, during our tests, we discovered
that it generates mostly flattened structures with easily detectable symmetry. In particular,
it generated very few elongated symmetrical structures, while these are quite common in
structural databases.
To circumvent this limitation, we complemented the training set with additional density
maps that were generated using the method from [53], extended to 3D. We started with a
density pattern of a cylinder, whose diameter is equal to the height. We then perturbed
it with a random turbulence to obtain a pattern that is both random and self-connected.
Forcing the perturbation to be symmetric, we can make sure that the result is symmetric
as well. During the training phase, the two methods for data generation were mixed. This
allowed us to obtain a very wide variety of training examples. Figure S1 shows four examples
of generated training maps produced with the two different methods.
2 Test and validation sets
To test and validate our method, we applied it to several different datasets. During the
learning phase, we regularly measured its performance on the training set and on the vali-
dation set. The validation set was generated randomly in the same way as the training set
without overlapping with it. We should specify that the starting patterns for the validation
set are also different from the ones used in the training set. We measured the difference in
the performance of our method between the two sets, which allowed us to reduce overfitting
of the model by adjusting the dropout probabilities, which will be specified below. After,
we assessed the designed network on real data. To compare the performance of our method
with other published techniques, we used a benchmark for tandem repeated protein detection
described by [21]. To assess the quality of the computed symmetry axes, we used all the
cyclic assemblies of order between 4 and 10 from the protein data bank (PDB) [48]. Finally,
we executed our method on all the protein chains that are present in the PDB (as for January
2018). This allowed us to identify new tandem repeat proteins that are not currently present
in the RepeatsDB database.
3 Network topology
The NN architecture used in this work is called DeepSymmetry and is inspired by NNs from
computer vision. Table S1 summarizes the parameters of the different layers of the network.
The input density map is first convolved with four different kernels of size 5x5x5. This choice
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Layer Type Input dimensions Output dimensions Parameters
1 3D Convolution 24× 24× 24× 1 24× 24× 24× 4 Filter size 5× 5× 5, stride 1
2 Max pooling 24× 24× 24× 4 12× 12× 12× 4 Filter size 2× 2× 2, stride 2
3 ReLU 12× 12× 12× 4 12× 12× 12× 4
4 3D Convolution 12× 12× 12× 4 12× 12× 12× 16 Filter size 5× 5× 5, stride 1
5 Max pooling 12× 12× 12× 16 6× 6× 6× 16 Filter size 2× 2× 2, stride 2
6 ReLU 6× 6× 6× 16 6× 6× 6× 16
7 Reshape 6× 6× 6× 16 3456
8 Linear 3456 2048
9 Dropout 2048 2048 Keep probability 0.7
10 ReLU 2048 2048
11 Linear 2048 512
12 Dropout 512 512 Keep probability 0.7
13 ReLU 512 512
14 Linear 512 256
15 Dropout 256 256 Keep probability 0.7
16 ReLU 256 256
17 Linear 256 16
Table S1: Detailed topology of the DeepSymmetry neural network. Please refer to the
text for the description of different layer operations.
was made after a few attempts, considering that this size of the kernels is big enough to catch
significant details of the input map, and it does not add too much computational complexity
at the same time. The dimension of the output layer is then reduced by a max-pooling
operation, which selects every second voxel in each dimension based on the amplitude of its
value. Then, a nonlinear rectifier activation function is applied (ReLU layers in the NN)
and the whole sequence of operations is repeated once again with 16 convolution kernels.
The ReLU function, which is a written as max(0, x), adds nonlinear connections between the
layers of the NN. Nowadays it is widely used instead of more traditional hyperbolic tangent
tanh(x) or sigmoid functions, and turns out to be much faster in evaluation.
After, the result of the previous layers is reshaped to turn it into a mono-dimensional
vector and three sets of fully-connected layers are applied to it. Each set consists of three
layers, a fully-connected linear layer with a reduction of dimensionality, a dropout layer, and
a ReLU nonlinear layer. The dropout layer is used to reduce NN overfitting by masking parts
of the input (30% in our case) using binary samples from a Bernoulli distribution [54]. Finally,
our network uses a linear fully-connected layer that reduces the output to a 16-dimensional
vector. Its first ten components give probabilities for a input map to have a certain symmetry
order. The last six components predict the direction of the symmetry axis in the 6D Veronese
space. Details about the training including training dataset, training algorithm, evolution of
loss, etc. are given below.
4 Training phase and overfitting
During the training phase, the two losses are summed up together. The neural network
coefficients are optimized using Adam Optimizer [55] with a learning rate of 0.001. Figure
S2 shows how the two losses converge during the training.
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To prevent our model from overfitting, we applied two strategies. First, we added to the
NN three dropout layers. Dropout, as it has been explained above, is a simple but powerful
technique that has been introduced by [54] instead of more traditional regularization. It
randomly drops units of the NN during the training phase and normalizes the output units
to approximate the effect of averaging the predictions of an exponential number of networks.
We first tried to use the default dropout probability of keeping the units of 0.5, and then
adjusted this probability to 0.7. By changing the dropout probability values we did not
observe a significant difference in the overfitting results, as it is explained below. However,
the training phase was converging about 25% faster with the dropout probability of 0.7, so
we kept this value for the final NN architecture.
Second, we designed the artificial data generation algorithm such that it feeds the input
of the network on the fly during the training phase. More precisely, we constantly generated
chunks of the training data, with each chunk containing about 40,000 of volumetric maps.
Then, we regularly fed the input layer of the DeepSymmetry NN with the new chunks of data,
as soon as they are generated, and deleted the old ones. Overall, we used about 13,000,000
different density maps during the training phase.
To make sure that our model does not overfit the training data, we constructed a small
validation dataset as described above, and regularly measured the difference of performance of
our method on these two sets. Figure S3 shows the evolution of the accuracy of the predictions
on the training and the validation sets during the training phase. More precisely, we classify
a prediction as correct when the ground truth symmetry order was considered as the most
probable one by the model. We can see that the performance gap between the training and
the validation data exists, but is not too big. In addition, the performance on the validation
set tends to reach a plateau at about 92% of accuracy. We should mention that this accuracy
is obtained on synthetic data, and such results cannot be expected on real examples. We
have also measured the mean angular accuracy in the detection of the symmetry axis. The
mean angular difference was about 8◦ on the validation set, and this included the examples
with erroneously recognized axes.
5 Computational details and running time
We implemented this method using the deep learning framework TensorFlow [56] for the
deep learning part, and the C++ programming language for the data generation part. We
ran all the computations on a Windows laptop equipped with an Intel Core i7 @ 3.1 GHz
CPU and a NVIDIA Quadro 4000M GPU. Generation of input data is the bottleneck for the
computations, as it takes about 15 milliseconds to generate one density map from a PDB
file with a few thousands of atoms, and it takes only 1 millisecond to score it. We should
mention that the complexity of the method grows linearly with the number of input atoms,
which makes this method suitable even for very large input structures.
6 Convolutional kernels
A particularity of deep learning, compared to other machine learning techniques, is that all
features are learned from the raw data by the model. The usage of 3D convolutional kernels
for the first layers makes their interpretation possible. Indeed, one can do it by analyzing
which local pattern in the input would activate a particular kernel the most. Figure S4 shows
the patterns in the input layer that maximize the output of the corresponding convolutional
kernels. We can clearly notice that the kernels are not made out of random noise but are
composed of contiguous blue (activation) and pink (suppression) patches. The first layer
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kernels are very basic. For example, we can notice that kernel 4 looks very much like a
Laplacian filter, which computes an approximation of the second order derivative of the
input density. They are responsible for fine-level features and correspond to patches of the
initial map of size 5 × 5 × 5. The second layer kernels are more interesting in shape and
resemble orthogonal basis sets in 3D, e.g. spherical harmonics. These are responsible for
coarse-level features and correspond to patches of the initial map of size 14× 14× 14.
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CBA D
Figure S1: Examples of four symmetric density maps shown along the symmetry axis.
A) and B) were generated with the first method. These possess the C4 and C7 symme-
tries that are very easily detectable. The global shape splits into disjoint parts, which
are exact replicas of the original structure. C) and D) were generated with the second
method. They have a C5 and a C3 symmetries, which are slightly less obvious to detect,
but look more realistic.
Classification loss
Axis prediction loss
Figure S2: Evolution of classification and prediction losses during the training. Each
circle represent one training step and the curves are a smoothed version of the losses.
We can see that there is not much evolution after 105 training steps.
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Figure S3: Accuracy of the symmetry order and the symmetry axis predictions during
the 300,000 first steps of the training phase. During the training phase, the training
dataset is renewed periodically, about every 1,500 steps. It explains the noise on the
training curve, because the accuracy may change considerably depending on whether
it has been measured at the beginning or at the end of these 1,500 steps.
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Figure S4: Activation zones of DeepSymmetry kernels in the two 3D convolutional
layers. Blue zones correspond to those that activate the output and pink to those that
suppress the output. All the kernels are shown in the same orientation, which was
chosen based on overall visibility and clarity of the representation.
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Id Resolution (A˚) Picture Predicted order Axis
0018 16.7 Correct
7 (37%)
8 (24%)
0102 28.0 Wrong2 (99%)
0170 22.0 Correct
5 (61%)
6 (22%)
6925 12.5
1 (<1%)
3 (45%)
4 (34%)
-
7056 22.0 Wrong
2 (9%)
3 (70%)
7527 20.0 Correct
2 (50%)
4 (38%)
7715 15.0 -
1 (<1%)
2 (99%)
7894 20.0 Wrong3 (98%)
9048 20.0 Correct
2 (60%)
3 (39%)
9598 11.6 -
1 (<1%)
2 (99%)
Table S2: Ten examples of low-resolution density maps from cryo-
electron microscopy experiments. The maps are available at
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/entry/emdb/EMD-XXXX (substitute XXXX for the
map Id). The pictures show the map after being scaled to 24 × 24 × 24 voxels, from
a point of view of the predicted axis. We list the predicted order with a probability
higher than 20%, and the actual order of symmetry (obtained with visual inspection)
is shown in bold. 24
